Clauses that are parallel in form and meaning show processing advantages in ellipsis and coordination structures (Frazier et al. 1984; Kehler 2000; Carlson 2002) . However, the constructions that have been used to show a parallelism advantage do not always require a strong semantic relationship between clauses. We present two eye tracking while reading studies on focus-sensitive coordination structures, an understudied form of ellipsis which requires the generation of a contextually salient semantic relation or scale between conjuncts. However, when the remnant of ellipsis lacks an overt correlate in the matrix clause and must be "sprouted" in the ellipsis site, the relation between clauses is simplified to entailment. Instead of facilitation for sentences with an entailment relation between clauses, our online processing results suggest that violating parallelism is costly, even when doing so could ease the semantic relations required for interpretation.
Introduction
The online interpretation of ellipsis structures has become a popular topic among psycholinguists because it highlights an intriguing mismatch between form and meaning, and consequently reveals a unique demand on the human sentence processing system. In particular, that a meaningful interpretation is recovered from ellipsis shows that it is not enough for the processor to simply parse linguistic structure by passively interpreting the word forms presented to it; instead, the processor must actively go beyond the input and infer the correct form at the appropriate level of representation, e.g., syntactic, Logical Form, discourse, etc. We aim to expand the empirical and conceptual coverage of ellipsis processing by exploring an understudied ellipsis type known as focus-sensitive coordination, which requires a contextually salient scale between contrasting phrases. Here we use that scale to explore the role of parallelism in the processing of elided structures.
Although there are many types of ellipsis structures, perhaps the most well known case is VP (verb phrase) ellipsis, which we use to illustrate the basic inference problem faced by the human language sentence processor. For example, in (1a) the auxiliary did stands in for the verb phrase ate a cheeseburger, which is made explicit in (1b).
(1) a. John ate a cheeseburger. Bill did, too.
b. John ate a cheeseburger. Bill ate a cheeseburger, too.
Glossa general linguistics a journal of Harris, Jesse A. and Katy Carlson. 2019 . Correlate not optional: PP sprouting and parallelism in "much less" ellipsis. Glossa: a journal of general linguistics 4(1): 83. 1-35. DOI: https://doi.org/10. 5334/gjgl.707 To interpret (1a) as (1b), the processor must therefore "fill in" the missing or elided material, presumably by consulting linguistic or discourse representations from the context. Current research on ellipsis suggests that the processor engages in some kind of cost-free mechanism, retrieving the missing form through either copying (Frazier & Clifton 2001 Frazier 2008 ) or a content-addressable pointer in memory (Martin & McElree 2008 Martin 2010) . For concreteness, we assume that a syntactic or logical structure is present covertly at the ellipsis site (Shapiro & Hestvik 1995; Merchant 2001; Shapiro et al. 2003; Frazier 2008) at some level of representation (discourse, syntactic, Logical Form, etc.) . Although we believe that the assumption of covert syntax is supported by previous research, we acknowledge that other, non-syntactic accounts are currently live options in the literature which deserve serious attention (e.g., Sag 1976; Dalrymple et al. 1991; Hardt 1993; Ginzburg & Sag 2000; Culicover & Jackendoff 2005; Nykiel and Sag 2011) . Our account in no way critically hinges upon or supports this assumption, which is made primarily for convenience, and our processing account could have been formalized in non-syntactic terms. In any event, we speak as though structure from the antecedent clause is interpreted at the ellipsis site (2), represented by <>, and is recovered within the ellipsis site (see Merchant 2016 for a review).
(2) John ate a cheeseburger. Bill did <eat a cheeseburger>, too.
If the problem of recovering the ellipsis weren't thorny enough, the processor may also need to infer that additional material or content is missing. In cases of clausal ellipsis like sluicing (Ross 1967 (Ross , 1969 , the remnant of ellipsis, e.g., the interrogative pronoun what in (3), is the overt material remaining from a clause that was elided. In the standard case of merger, the remnant is directly paired with a correlate (something) in the same syntactic position within the antecedent clause. However, Chung, Ladusaw & McCloskey (1995 also identify cases of sluicing in which a remnant has no overt correlate, cases they call sprouting (3b). While there are various syntactic accounts of sluicing (e.g., Chung et al. 1995; Merchant 2001; van Craenenbroeck 2010) , many approaches converge on the idea that the elided clause (John ate t 1 ) is syntactically or semantically identical to the antecedent clause at some level of representation. An overt indefinite correlate (3a) would provide a variable (corresponding to the phonetically null trace t 1 ) for the wh-element to bind within the elided phrase. When no correlate is present, as in (3b), a variable must be created within the ellipsis site -that is, a variable is "sprouted" at Logical Form (LF) that does not correspond to any overt material in the matrix clause. In other words, sprouting ensures that the form of the ellipsis clause of (3b) is equivalent to that of (3a), even though the actual antecedent clause in (3b) is not parallel with the ellipsis.
Processing sprouting has been shown to elicit online processing costs for sluicing ellipsis (Frazier & Clifton 1998; Dickey & Bunger 2011) , indicating that the processor seeks to identify a correlate for the remnant of ellipsis from the surface form of the antecedent clause. Frazier & Clifton (1998) compared sprouting of two kinds of elements: the argument to a verb (something; 4a) and an adjunct (somewhere; 4b), following previous research (Carlson & Tanenhaus 1988; Mauner, Tanenhaus & Carlson 1995) suggesting that implicit arguments, but not implicit adjuncts, are inferred at LF. Although cases of sprouting were costly (i.e., when something or somewhere were absent), no processing time differences between sprouted arguments and adjuncts were observed in their self-paced reading study.
(4) a. Argument: The secretary typed (something), but I don't know what.
b. Adjunct:
The secretary typed (somewhere), but I don't know where.
However, processing a conjunction structure is independently facilitated when the conjuncts are parallel in their syntactic, semantic, or prosodic structure (e.g., Frazier et al. 1984; Henstra 1996; Frazier, Munn & Clifton 2000; Knoeferle & Crocker 2009; Sturt, Keller & Dubey 2010; Poirier, Walenski & Shapiro 2012; Knoeferle 2014) . Dickey & Bunger (2011) argued that the processing cost attributed to sprouting can be best understood in terms of a general preference for structurally parallel structures rather than an operation specific to the construction of Logical Form or some other level of representation (cf. Chung et al. 1995) . In a self-paced reading paradigm, they observed a processing cost for sprouting regardless of whether there was ellipsis in the second conjunct (5a) or not (5b), in addition to replicating the lack of differences between sprouted arguments and adjuncts (Frazier & Clifton 1998) . The existing evidence thus suggests that structural parallelism 1 between remnants and correlates could be a driving factor in processing ellipsis structures (see Carlson 2002 for discussion), while more general parallelism between clauses or phases is common in conjoined structures. However, most experimental studies have concentrated on better-known forms of ellipsis: VP ellipsis (e.g., Murphy 1985; Tanenhaus & Carlson 1990; Ward, Sproat & McKoon 1991; Shapiro & Hestvik 1995; Martin & McElree 2008; Shapiro et al. 2003, among others) , gapping (Carlson 2001 (Carlson , 2002 Carlson, Dickey & Kennedy 2005) , sluicing (e.g., Frazier & Clifton 1998 Poirier et al. 2010; Martin & McElree 2011; Nykiel 2013; Harris 2015) , and to a lesser extent stripping/replacive ellipsis (also known as bare argument ellipsis; see Paterson et al. 2007; Carlson 2013; Sauermann et al. 2013 for experimental findings). While these studies reveal a relatively unified view of processing ellipsis, less canonical forms of ellipsis with specialized constraints on the relation between the antecedent clause and the ellipsis might challenge our current understanding of how elliptical material is recovered and integrated into a representation in real time. We turn to focus-sensitive coordination, an ellipsis construction which imposes an additional relationship between the correlate and remnant: in this case, a contextually salient scale. In particular, we use the properties of that scale to explore the role of parallelism in the retrieval of correlates for remnants in elided structures.
Focus-sensitive coordination
Focus-sensitive coordination structures are a class of constructions that contain a coordinator like let alone, much less, and to some extent never mind, in the scope of explicit or implicit negation, 2 which impose a suite of syntactic, pragmatic, and prosodic con-1 The type of parallelism studied in this project involves similarities between remnants and correlates, and is not the type of parallelism that relates to the syntactic and/or semantic identity condition allowing ellipsis (e.g., Merchant 2001 Merchant , 2008 Takahashi & Fox 2005; Griffiths & Liptak 2014 straints on their conjuncts. Following current literature (Hulsey 2008; Toosarvandani 2010; Harris 2016) , we assume that the second conjunct is the remnant of ellipsis, rather than a simple constituent. For example, Harris (2016) proposes that the overt conjunct vodka in (6a) corresponds to the remnant of ellipsis, which moves into a focus position FocP above the elided clause (I drink t 1 ) as in (6b). This derivation is on par with other move-and-delete accounts of clausal ellipsis, such as those for stripping/bare argument ellipsis (Frazier et al. 2012; Sailor & Thoms 2014) , sluicing (Merchant 2001) , or fragment answers (Merchant 2004; Weir 2014) .
(6) a. I can't drink beer, much less vodka.
b. I can't drink beer, much less [ FocP vodka] 1 <I drink t 1 >.
Though not reviewed in detail here, the ellipsis account of focus-sensitive coordination structures is supported by many distributional tests that align it with so-called small conjunct ellipsis (see Hulsey 2008 for a gapping account, and Harris 2016 for a move-and-delete account similar to those proposed for stripping/bare argument ellipsis). Consequently, we will continue to use key terminology from the ellipsis literature to describe the components of the structure: a "remnant" (vodka) that represents the non-elided material in the clause containing the ellipsis, and a "correlate" (beer) in the antecedent clause that contrasts with the remnant. Focus-sensitive coordination is similar to stripping/bare argument ellipsis and sluicing ellipsis in that the correlate and the remnant bear pitch accent in the most felicitous pronunciation, typically with accents that mark contrastive focus (Harris & Carlson 2018) . In the examples below, contrastive accent is indicated with CAPS. Note that the contrastive element in the remnant corresponds to a contrastive correlate in the antecedent, regardless of whether the constituents are nouns (7a), verbs (7b), verb phrases (7c), or modifiers (7d).
(7)
a. I can't drink BEER, much less VODKA. However, research on a range of ellipsis structures has found that overt prosodic marking on a noun increases the likelihood of it being selected as a correlate, but does not entirely disambiguate the sentence (e.g., Carlson 2001; Harris & Carlson 2018) . Listeners still can and do choose unaccented nouns as correlates, potentially due to a preference for local correlates, or an expectation about the default position of focus. For example, Rooth (1992) noted that while contrastive accent is necessary on a remnant, it is not actually required on the correlate, though it could be useful in locating the intended correlate. Finally, and perhaps most crucially for present purposes, the antecedent and the elided clause stand in a scalar relationship. In particular, the negative antecedent (I can't drink beer) seems to strongly imply or contextually entail the clause containing the ellipsis, also negated (I can't drink vodka for (7a)), intuitively evoking a scalar relationship between beer and vodka (Fillmore et al. 1988; Toosarvandani 2010) . Two kinds of scales are often discussed in the literature. The first are conventionalized or lexicalized scales, in which closedclass elements are logically ordered via semantic entailment or informativity. For example, sarvandani 2010), or else abandon the scalar component altogether, similar to an afterthought along the lines of not to mention (Cappelle, Dugas & Tobin 2015) . We concentrate exclusively on the majority dialect here, in which there is a strong scalar component to its interpretation. lexical elements like cardinal numbers <one, two, three, …>, modals <can, must> and quantifiers <none, some, all> form conventionalized scales via entailment (Horn 1972; Hirschberg 1985) . Such scales are thought to be context-independent, as they generalize to many occasions of use (e.g., Stiller, Goodman & Frank 2011) . To take (7d) as an example: if you drink two beers, then, in all situations, you have also drunk one. Therefore, the (negated) proposition expressed in the antecedent clause (I can't drink one beer) entails the (negation) of the ellipsis clause with the elided content (I can't drink two beers).
The second kind of scales are sometimes known as ad hoc scales, which are highly dependent on context or the conversation at hand, and one must therefore know a great deal about the specific situation in addition to world knowledge and perhaps speaker intention to interpret them correctly (e.g., Hirschberg 1985) . For example, (7a) can be understood as implicating that if I am unlikely or lack the capacity to drink beer, I therefore also am unlikely or lack the capacity to drink vodka, given its greater potency. Similarly, (7c) somehow implies that drinking beer is an easier or more expected activity than making wine, and so if I cannot perform the former, I therefore cannot perform the latter, even though drinking beer and making wine are logically unrelated events (a teetotaling oenologist might strike us as unusual, but certainly not as contradictory).
It is currently unclear whether one kind of scale might be more difficult to recover than the other. Conventionalized scales might be psychologically privileged, in that they could be accessible in more general contexts than ad hoc relations. Such a view would be compatible with Levinson's (2000) neo-Gricean account, in which generalized conventional implicatures constitute interpretive defaults, and are consequently more readily accessible than particularized conventional implicatures. In other words, the unconstrained nature of ad hoc scalar relations would make them less accessible to comprehenders constructing interpretations in real time. Recent experiments do not shed much light on the matter, though they have shown that children (Papafragou & Tantalou 2004 ) and adults (Katsos & Bishop 2011 ) may treat these two kinds of scales in very different ways (for more discussion, see Katsos & Cummins 2012) .
Example (8) illustrates that the (contextually) weaker element in focus-sensitive coordination must be located in the first conjunct; some may precede all (8a), but in many dialects the reverse is semantically incoherent, though seemingly grammatical (8b). Of course, this restriction does not carry over to other conjunctions, even those like but and although which make similar contributions to the discourse (8c).
(8) a. John didn't steal SOME of the cookies, much less ALL of them.
b. #John didn't steal ALL of the cookies, much less SOME of them.
c. John didn't steal ALL of the cookies, but/although he did steal SOME of them.
The basic properties we assume for focus-sensitive coordination are summarized in (9). We believe that these properties place a unique set of demands on the sentence processing system. As we shall see, they also allow us to formulate two potentially opposing hypotheses regarding the processing routines recruited to interpret ellipsis structures in real time. First, however, we articulate our assumptions regarding what basic information the processor needs in order to process focus-sensitive coordination generally.
Processing ellipsis and focus-sensitive coordination
As the literature on processing ellipsis structures is rapidly growing (e.g., Phillips & Parker 2014, for review), we will introduce only the bare essentials here. We assume that the processor must address three basic requirements (10) in order to resolve any remnantbased ellipsis, as discussed in Carlson & Harris (2017) for focus-sensitive coordination and Harris (2019) for sluicing ellipsis. Again, although we assume for concreteness that the structure of the ellipsis site is recovered from the context or from the antecedent site, this assumption is not required for the essentials of our account.
(10) Basic tasks of the processor in ellipsis processing:
1. Parse the remnant of the ellipsis, i.e., construct the appropriate phrase structure for the remnant given the input.
2. Locate the correlate, if any, from the antecedent clause.
3. Construct or infer the elided phrase, e.g., by regenerating or copying a structure at Logical Form.
We use example (6) to illustrate the three tasks in more depth in (11). We assume that each process depends on the previous one. For instance, the parser must have established the basic syntactic category of the remnant (step 1) before it can locate a correlate of the appropriate type in the antecedent clause (step 2). Similarly, generating a structure for the elided clause (step 3) depends on having selected an appropriate correlate from the antecedent clause (step 2). 3 Note that the parsing mechanisms needed for step 1 are standard, and are not processes unique to ellipsis.
(11) I can't drink beer, let alone vodka.
Step 1 Although focus-sensitive coordination has been studied far less than other kinds of ellipsis structures, there are a few recent results that bear on the processes outlined above. Regarding step 1, Harris (2016) found a small bias for VP remnants over DP/NP remnants in a variety of offline completion tasks when the fragment after let alone appeared without context (replicated in Harris & Carlson 2016 , 2018 . However, simply mentioning a salient DP object in preceding text weakened or overturned the bias. Further, VP and DP remnants did not show any categorical differences in online reading in eye tracking. He argued that these results were consistent with an ellipsis account over a simple coordination account, and that the processor constructs the clause containing the remnant upon encountering a focus-sensitive coordinator. In a follow up study, Harris & Carlson (2016) showed that the bias towards VP remnants could not be attributed to exposure in text alone, as English corpus searches showed a general mild preference for DP, not VP, remnants. Following Toosarvandani (2010) , they proposed that the remnant-correlate pair is sensitive to an accessible Question Under Discussion, i.e., the question or topic that immediate conversation is meant to address, explicitly or implicitly (Roberts 1996 (Roberts , 2012 .
With respect to step 2, Harris & Carlson (2016 , 2018 found that the processing strategies used to pair the remnant, once parsed, with a correlate were similar to those used in other ellipsis structures. In particular, the processor appears to prefer the most local (or nearest) correlate of the appropriate syntactic type, a preference that prevails in sluicing and most likely reflects the tendency for English focus to appear late in a clause (for arguments from sluicing, see Carlson, Dickey et al. 2009 ). The preference for the most local correlate is exhibited not only across a variety of written and spoken corpora, but also very early in the online processing record. The general patterns are thus compatible with an ellipsis account in which the processor seeks to make the antecedent and the ellipsis clauses, especially the contrasted elements, parallel along syntactic, semantic, and prosodic dimensions (Carlson 2001; Dickey & Bunger 2011) .
What, then, is the processor to do when the clause containing the remnant and ellipsis is not parallel with the antecedent? Instances of sprouting discussed above represent an extreme case, in which the remnant lacks a constituent in the antecedent. As reviewed above, prior studies have found that sprouted correlates incur a processing cost during online comprehension, due either to an ellipsis-specific operation in which the ellipsis site is modified to include a variable corresponding to the correlate (Frazier & Clifton 1998) , or else to a side effect of a bias against non-parallel antecedents (Dickey & Bunger 2011) . Focus-sensitive coordination, however, raises an intriguing possibility regarding sprouting. In addition to finding a correlate for the remnant (step 2), the correlate and remnant must ultimately be put onto a contextually salient scale whose properties are inferred through context (step 3). Notably, in cases of focus-sensitive coordination, sprouted correlates could facilitate recovery of a contextually salient scale via an entailment relation between the antecedent and elided clause.
In example (12a), the processor presumably must pair the remnant chemistry with the overt correlate carpentry, and accommodate an appropriate scale, e.g., one which deems carpentry a less difficult subject than chemistry, creating an inference from not being able to study carpentry to not being able to study chemistry. Without an overt correlate (12b), however, the proposition obtained from the antecedent (that Michael is not able to study) necessarily entails the proposition obtained from the clause containing the remnant and the ellipsis (that Michael is not able to study chemistry). 4 (12)
Focus-sensitive coordination a. Michael couldn't study carpentry, much less chemistry.
b. Michael couldn't study, much less chemistry.
In sluicing ellipsis, however, the relationship between clauses is much different. In the case with sprouting (13b), no such entailment relationship holds between the antecedent clause (Michael studied something) and the clause corresponding to the ellipsis (what 1 he 4 A reviewer suggests re-describing the entailment relation in terms of a set inclusion between properties denoted by the verb phrases. We continue to follow previous research (Fillmore et al 1988; Toosarvandani 2010) in describing the scale in terms of entailment between propositions for several reasons. First, propositions standardly denote sets of worlds, in which entailment between propositions p ⊨ q can be equivalently stated in terms of inclusion between the set of worlds that make p true and the set of worlds that make q true. Second, and more importantly, there are instances of focus-sensitive coordination in which subjects contrast (John didn't laugh, let alone Mary), which could not be captured by set inclusion of the verb phrases. Still, the use of entailment is intended to be descriptive, and other, perhaps more general, semantic characterizations could be explored in the future.
studied t 1 ). The relation is instead one of identity, in which the some aspect of the antecedent clause is unknown, unidentified, or unreported.
(13) Sluicing ellipsis a. Michael studied something, but I don't know what.
b. Michael studied, but I don't know what.
In the remainder of this paper, we explore two possibilities. On the one hand, it is in principle conceivable that the cost for sprouting is limited to sluicing and other types of ellipsis besides focus-sensitive coordination, in that, without a scalar relation between clauses, there would be no interpretive advantage for sprouting in these structures. That is, if ad hoc scales are costly to compute, then sprouting in focus-sensitive coordination, by virtue of providing an entailment relation between the clauses, might actually simplify the task of sentence processing. In particular, a ready-made scale might outweigh the general preference for parallelism, provided that such a scale makes the inference task easier, as in (14). This possibility rests on the premise that ad hoc scales are costly to compute, at least compared to entailment relations. Although we have no direct evidence for or against the Scalar Advantage Principle, we considered it a very likely conceptual possibility. The principle was motivated in part by our intuition that interpreting sentences with lexicalized scales as in (7d) requires no special knowledge about discourse or the intentions of the speaker. In contrast, interpreting sentences like (7a) requires establishing a contextually salient relationship, and such relationships are, in principle, unbounded. Although our primary motivation for SAP is conceptual, we do not think it implausible in principle. For example, a branch of research in sentence processing and general cognition has concluded that processing resources are generally quite limited. As a consequence, some language processing tasks are shallow or incomplete (e.g., Ferreira et al. 2002; Sanford & Sturt 2002; Sanford & Graesser 2006 , among many others). Assuming that conventionalized relations are more readily available than situation-specific or ad hoc relations, structures that do not require ad hoc scalar relationships might demand fewer processing resources. In other words, conventionalized relations might simply be less taxing to access, especially without sufficient discourse context. Of course, the validity of such a preference remains an empirical question. On the other hand, it is possible that the processor always prefers a correlate that is maximally parallel to the remnant as a matter of course, regardless of the advantage to interpretation. We define parallelism as the presence of any of a number of similarities (morphological, prosodic, syntactic, semantic, etc.) between contrasting or conjoined phrases (Carlson 2002) . On this view, we expect that parallelism between the correlate and remnant would facilitate processing focus-sensitive coordination (15), as in other cases of ellipsis processing (e.g., Carlson 2001; ).
(15)
Parallel Contrast Principle (PCP): Prefer correlate-remnant pairs that are as parallel as possible.
As noted earlier, initial studies of parallelism mainly concentrated on unelided conjoined elements instead of ellipsis. Frazier et al. (1984) showed that conjoined sentences were read faster when the clauses were more similar to each other in a range of ways, from active/passive voice to the animacy of an object DP. Mauner, Tanenhaus, & Carlson (1995) also found that matching active/passive voice eased the processing of VP Ellipsis sentences. Frazier, Munn & Clifton (2000) showed that semantically similar but syntactically unlike conjoined phrases (prepositional phrases or PPs with Adverb Phrases, for example) were processed more slowly than syntactically parallel conjoined phrases. Henstra (1996) found a bias for conjoined DPs to match in definiteness and presence of modifiers.
In various studies of ambiguous ellipsis sentences, Carlson (2001 Carlson ( , 2002 also Carlson et al. 2009 ) found that the interpretation of these sentences responded to DP similarity in many features, such as definiteness, DP form (names vs. pronouns vs. definite or indefinite phrases), and gender, with a processing preference for pairing more similar correlates and remnants. The effects held true across ellipsis sentences with the conjunction and, such as gapping or VP Ellipsis, but also ones which did not, such as comparatives and bare remnant ellipsis. In all of these sentence types, remnant phrases (usually DPs) left behind by ellipsis contrasted with correlates within the unelided antecedent clause. Similarities between potential correlates and the remnant (and lack of similarity with other potential correlates) influenced the likelihood of an interpretation in which the similar phrases contrasted. In auditory experiments, contrastive (L+H*) accents on a potential correlate and remnant (and not on other possible correlates), creating what could be called prosodic parallelism, also increased matching interpretations, though they did not disambiguate the sentences by any means. There are some remaining issues regarding the role of contrast in processing ellipsis: for example, Rooth (1992) observes that accents or even focus on the first member of a contrastively focused pair of phrases is not necessary, though Carlson's work shows that accent placement can clearly aid processing (see Harris & Carlson 2018 for additional discussion).
We take parallelism to be an extra-grammatical factor that affects processing of ellipsis structure and conjoined structures, rather than a grammatical constraint. The most extreme nonparallel condition is one in which a remnant lacks a correlate entirely, as in sprouting examples of sluicing or focus-sensitive coordination structures, which are nonetheless entirely grammatical structures. We take these cases as a testing ground for comparing the predictions of the Scalar Advantage Principle and the Parallel Contrast Principle.
When it comes to sprouting in focus-sensitive coordination, the two principles make the opposite predictions. The Scalar Advantage Principle predicts an advantage for sprouting, and the Parallel Contrast Principle predicts a penalty for sprouting. There is already some evidence for the Parallel Contrast Principle for focus-sensitive coordination. Carlson & Harris (2017) A series of auditory and written questionnaires confirmed that zero-adjective contrast was dispreferred compared to examples with parallel DPs in naturalness rating tasks, and was avoided in sentence completion. Finally, in a self-paced reading study with items like (17), they observed a penalty immediately on DP remnants (an easy one) when the correlate lacked a corresponding adjective contrast (complex), but a penalty on VP remnants (burn one) when there was an adjective in the correlate. The result was interpreted as providing evidence against the Scalar Advantage Principle, as there was a clear cost for computing zero-adjective contrast, and the second result as an indication that the processor anticipates upcoming contrast, in which case the salient contrast evoked by complex would have initially misled the processor.
(17) a. The chef didn't overcook a (complex) meal, much less [ DP an easy one], since he was trained by the very best.
b. The chef didn't overcook a (complex) meal, much less [ VP burn one], since he was trained by the very best.
Despite the existing evidence that zero-adjective contrasts are costly to compute, the following set of experiments follows up on a number of remaining questions and concerns. First, we are cautious about analogizing the addition of an adjective to the remnant too closely with the established case of sprouting in sluicing. Where the analogy breaks down is that the remnant DP does in fact have a correlate DP in the antecedent clause in such cases, but the correlate simply lacks the expected sub-contrast within it. Thus, the processor might not need to posit a variable at logical form so much as readjust the kinds of scales or comparisons it can accommodate. Second, Carlson & Harris' (2017) main focus was more on the distribution of remnants after the much less coordinator, and less on the online processing profile associated with computing zero-adjective contrast in focus-sensitive coordination. The present study utilizes eye tracking while reading in order to gain a more fine-grained picture of processing focus-sensitive coordination structures during natural reading, which allows us to identify possible tradeoffs when initially encountering the remnant and later measures associated with interpretation. Finally, the structure we are studying permits an additional test of correlate-remnant semantic mismatch, which forms a kind of intermediate case between parallel correlate-remnant pairs and sprouting. It also affords us the opportunity to determine how much subjects attended to the semantic and pragmatic compatibility between the correlate and the remnant.
We present three norming studies and two eye tracking studies below, each of which contain items based on the following pattern (18). The first three conditions have PP (prepositional phrase) remnants, whereas the last three conditions have VP remnants (18d-f), which both served as a statistical control and prohibited participants from anticipating a PP remnant. The first sentence (18a) Materials were created by truncating the sentences to be used in the first eye tracking study (22) after much less, as shown in (19), along with 6 additional items containing much less ellipsis. A full list of items is in Appendix A. Participants were instructed to complete sentence fragments with the first natural word or short phrase that came to mind.
(19) a. John doesn't want to eat out, much less .
b. John doesn't want to eat out on Saturday, much less .
c. John doesn't want to eat out at a steakhouse, much less .
The 30 experimental items were interspersed with 48 fragments from unrelated experiments, 15 non-experimental filler items, and 5 highly constrained fill-in-the blank fillers (e.g., Abe had finally had enough. But was little else he could do.) for a total of 98 items per subject. Fragments were presented in counterbalanced order and were individually randomized for each participant.
Participants
Forty native speakers of English were recruited on Amazon's Mechanical Turk, and were compensated $2 for participation. Four participants were removed for not passing three difficult-to-parse questions that demanded a native or highly proficient understanding of English. All remaining participants provided appropriate responses to the highly constrained catch items. Seven participants were removed for counterbalancing purposes, resulting in 27 total participants distributed equally across 3 counterbalancing lists. Data from six items that did not appear in the eye tracking study below were removed from the analysis. Results from the entire data set of 30 items are virtually identical to the results presented here.
Results and discussion
Both authors annotated the responses according to which element in the matrix clause the completion contrasted with, regardless of the syntactic category of the completion. For example, both Sunday and on Sunday completions were treated as contrasting with the matrix PP on Saturday. PP contrast completions were syntactically realized as such DPs 48% of the time. Completions coded as DP contrasts had to contrast with a different DP in the initial clause, such as the subject or object. A few cases of initial disagreement were resolved through discussion between authors. Two effects are clearly observable from Table 1 ; see also the left panel of Figure 1 . First, when there was a PP in the matrix clause, participants supplied vastly more PP completions (~80%). The strong preference for PP completions in such cases suggests that the PP constituents provided salient contrasts for the much less coordinator. Of course, in this study the compatible/incompatible distinction for PPs was meaningless because there was no remnant PP provided. Instead, the two conditions just illustrate that both PPs in the matrix clause were appropriate possible correlates when participants could write in their own remnant.
Second, in cases where there was no PP in the matrix clause, participants completed sentence fragments largely with either VP (56%) or DP (40%) completions, 5 replicating the general VP bias found for let alone coordinators in other completion experiments (Harris 2016; Harris & Carlson 2016 , 2018 . Crucially, when there was no PP in the matrix clause, i.e., the PP Sprouting condition in upcoming experiments, only 4% of the responses were PP completions. The observed bias against PP completions without a matrix PP to serve as a correlate is therefore most compatible with the Parallel Contrast Principle, in which comprehenders prefer correlate-remnant pairs that are parallel in form.
To determine how similar completions to experimental items were to patterns observed in text and speech, we annotated 1670 relevant examples of the much less structure in COCA (Davies 2008 (20). In 19 of those cases, the remnant PP was not on the same dimension as any PP in the first clause; in 8 of the 19, there was no PP at all in the first clause (21), and so true sprouting of a PP occurred in 3% (8 of 234) of the relevant cases, a rate that is on par with the 4% observed in the completion experiment.
(20)
There are few national markets to simplify the distribution of water within nations, much less across national borders. (Not sprouting: PPs contrasting on location)
There ought not to be violent crimes, much less in a church during the glorious fading days of August? (PP sprouting: no PP in antecedent)
Overall, the results from the corpus and completion studies show that PP sprouting is avoided in production. We now examine whether sprouting a PP remnant is penalized when provided directly to a comprehender.
Experiment 1B: Naturalness ratings study

Materials and method
Thirty sextets of sentence items were created, crossing Matrix clause structure (No Matrix PP, Compatible PP, Incompatible PP) and Remnant type (PP Remnant, VP Remnant), as in (18) above. These items were presented along with 48 sentences from two unrelated experiments, 12 non-experimental fillers, and 4 blatantly ungrammatical catch sentences (e.g., Most book did Lance enjoy in). The materials were counterbalanced and individually randomized on a subject-by-subject basis. Participants rated the naturalness of each sentence they read using a 1 to 7 Likert scale, with 7 indicating "Completely natural" and 1 "Completely unnatural".
Participants
Forty-nine participants were recruited on Amazon's Mechanical Turk, and paid $2 for participation. Participants were identified as unique from those in the previous norming experiment by two criteria: their Amazon Worker ID number, and an anonymous variant of their IP address. One individual self-identified as a non-native speaker of English and was removed from the dataset. Thirteen others were removed for rating any of the ungrammatical catch items as a 4 or above, and four more were removed for counterbalancing purposes. The final dataset consisted of data from 30 participants equally distributed across 6 lists.
Results and discussion
The data are presented in Table 2 in both raw and normalized form. The data was normalized by taking the centered z-score from only the ratings in the experiment to clearly illustrate the directions of the effects between condition; see Figure 1 . Subjects rated experimental items as very natural overall, at or above 5 on a 7-point Likert scale on average. The raw scores were subjected to a linear mixed effects regression model with planned contrasts of Matrix and Remnant Type as fixed effects and by-subjects and byitems random intercepts. Fixed effects were given deviation coding, with reference levels of Compatible PP for the Matrix factor, and PP Remnant for the Remnant Type factor. Although we report data from only the 24 items that also appeared in the eye tracking experiment that follows, results with all 30 items were qualitatively identical. See Table 3 for the statistical analysis.
Items from the No Matrix PP condition (M = 5.32, SE = 0.10) were, on the whole, rated less natural than those from the Compatible PP reference level (M = 5.80, SE = 0.08), t = -4.41, which, in turn, did not differ from the Incompatible PP items (M = 5.65, SE = 0.09). In addition, items with PP Remnants (M = 5.45, SE = 0.08) were rated as less natural than those with VP Remnants (M = 5.73, SE = 0.07), t = -3.62. More importantly, however, there was a differential penalty for PP Sprouting: items with PP remnants were rated lower than those with VP remnants when the matrix lacked a PP correlate (diff = 0.63) compared to the Compatible PP reference level (diff = -0.18), t = -2.66. In contrast, there was no significant penalty for Incompatible PP remnants over VP remnant counterparts (diff = 0.38). In planned paired t-test comparisons with Bonferroni corrections, PP Remnants were rated lower than VP Remnants for only the No Matrix PP condition in both by subjects [t 1 (29) = -3.67, p < 0.001] and by items [t 2 (23) = -2.77, p < 0.05] comparisons. In Incompatible PP conditions, PP Remnants were rated as less natural than VP Remnants in by-subjects comparisons only [t 1 (29) = -2.87, p < 0.01].
According to the Scalar Advantage Principle, PP sprouting should be preferred as a way to avoid computing ad hoc scales, since it relies on an entailment between the antecedent clause and the clause containing the ellipsis. In contrast, the Parallel Contrast Principle predicts that PP sprouting should be difficult to compute, as it violates the expectation for parallelism between clauses. In all, the results of the naturalness ratings study support the predictions of the Parallel Contrast Principle, as there was a penalty, not an advantage, for sprouted PP Remnants. Interestingly, we also found a hint of a weak, though not fully significant, penalty for Incompatible PP contrasts. The completion and corpus studies also suggested that PP sprouting would be dispreferred, since PP remnants were rare unless a PP was also present in the matrix clause. An eye tracking study will now be presented, in order to determine whether PP Sprouting is costly to compute during online processing.
Experiment 1C: Eye tracking study
Materials and method
Items consisted of 24 items (22) from the naturalness experiment, half of which were followed by comprehension questions; see Appendix A for a complete list. Items were interspersed with another 48 sentences from two unrelated experiments and 18 non-experimental filler items. Prior to analysis, sentences were partitioned into 6 regions. As the No Matrix PP conditions (22a) did not contain a PP region or any other linguistic content in that portion of the matrix clause, the PP region was coded as empty () for analysis. Participants were instructed to read silently and at their own pace, and were given a short practice session to illustrate the procedure. The reader's head was stabilized with a tower mount of an SR Research Eyelink 1000 eye tracker, which sampled eye movements from the right eye at 1000 Hz. Viewing was binocular. The display monitor was situated 55 cm away from the subject. All items were presented on a single line in 13-point fixed-width (proportional) Monaco font on a 21" LCD monitor using a Lenovo computer to display the sentences, so that three characters subtended approximately 1 degree of visual angle. Participants were calibrated before the experiment began with a three-point calibration system, and eye movement drift was corrected manually between each trial. Participants were encouraged to take breaks as often as they wished, and were calibrated if they moved away from the tower or if their fixations became unstable. A game pad was used to record responses to comprehension questions like (23) appearing after approximately half to the sentences. Comprehension questions contained either yes-no responses or simple forced-choice options. Access to the Internet was turned off on all computers, as were all non-essential programs. 
Participants
Sixty UCLA undergraduates were recruited through the Psychology Pool for course credit. If a participant blinked on the remnant region in first pass reading on more than 3 trials for any one condition, she was removed from the data, and another participant was run in her place under the same counterbalancing list. Linguistic history was recorded for all subjects, all of whom self-reported as native speakers of English. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision.
Results
We report significant results for several standard eye tracking measures: first pass time, the sum of fixation durations from first entering a region until exiting to the left or right; go past time, the duration from first entering a region to first exiting to the right; second pass time, the time spent re-reading a region after having gone past the region previously; and total time, the sum of all fixations in a region at any point in reading. We also report the percentage of regressions out of a region. All statistical models were given the same deviation coding and random effects structures as the naturalness ratings experiment. Following standard practice, models of continuous measures used the Gaussian distribution, whereas models of binomial data were modeled as logistic linear regressions. Prior to analysis, outliers from first fixation and first pass distributions were censored using winsorsation, so that the scores below the 5 th percentile and above the 95 th percentile are replaced with the score at the 5 th and 95 th percentile, respectively (Dixon 1960; Tukey 1962) . Outliers in go past and total time measures were identified visually and removed, resulting in less than 1% data loss per measure. As mentioned, remnant length was included as a predictor in models of the remnant region. Several models were created for each measure and region, increasing the complexity of the fixed effects factors by adding in trial position (the sequence in the overall experiment) as an additive and then interactive predictor. In the case of go past times, trial position was approximated in terms of first and second halves of the experiment, which resulted in a better model fit. We report the best fitting model defined as the one with the significantly lowest AIC (Akaike 1974) or, in the case of equivalent models, the one with the fewest fixed effect parameters.
Only the remnant and the region following are reported for first fixation, first pass, go past times, and regressions out; see Table 4 . All regions are reported for regressions in, second pass re-reading, and total times; see Table 5 . The linear mixed effects models are presented in Tables 6 and 7 . Results are presented in terms of three theoretically significant effects: a PP advantage, a PP Sprouting penalty, and an interaction between remnant type and sprouting. All significant effects are reported.
PP advantage
Compatible with the results from the norming studies, an advantage for PP remnants over VP remnants appeared on the remnant region for first pass (a 57 ms advantage), go past (a 64 ms advantage), and total times (also 64 ms advantage); see the top left panel of Figure 2 . We propose that PP remnants were faster in these measures because the matrix PP presents a highly salient constituent to contrast with the remnant as implied by the completion norming study. Given the early, and persistent, advantage for PP remnants, the processor might have initially anticipated a PP remnant upon encountering the much less coordinator. We take the PP advantage as the statistical reference level against which to compare the case of Sprouting and Incompatible PPs.
PP Sprouting penalty
Crucially, the predicted exception to the advantage for PP remnants occurred when there was no PP in the matrix clause for the remnant to contrast with, i.e., just in the case of PP Sprouting, shown in Figure 2 . The advantage for PP remnants was either eliminated (as in go past and total times) or else reversed (manifesting in increased regressions out of a regressions increased when the remnant was a VP in Compatible PP conditions by 8%, there was a 6% increase in regressions on PP remnants in the No Matrix PP condition, z = 2.16, p < 0.05.
Incompatible PP penalty
A model with the first and second halves of the experiment included as an interactive predictor provided a better fit of the go past data on the remnant than other models computed. In this model, the interaction between Remnant type and the Incompatible PP condition was significantly reduced in the second half (13 ms penalty for Incompatible PP remnants over VP remnants) compared to the first half of the experiment (a 73 ms penalty for Incompatible conditions), t = -2.66, suggesting that participants might have either begun broadening the contextual dimensions along which the contrasts were to be compared, or else adopted a different reading strategy, allowing them to progress through the sentences more quickly. There were no other indications of processing costs associated with Incompatible PPs.
Discussion
The results indicate three effects of primary interest. First, the processor appeared to encounter less processing difficulty on PP remnants than on VP remnants, suggesting an overall preference to form a contrast with the immediately preceding PP rather than the matrix VP that contained it. This interpretation is supported by the results of the completion norming study, in which PP contrasts were in general supplied at a much greater rate than any other contrast. Second, the PP advantage failed to hold in the case of PP Sprouting, where PP remnants elicited a processing cost in multiple measures (go past, total times, and regressions out) immediately on the remnant region itself. As predicted by the Parallel Contrast Principle, parallelism between the matrix and ellipsis clause appeared to facilitate processing, even though the conditions with PPs in the first clause required the processor to form an ad hoc scale between the remnant and its correlate. Third, PP remnants that formed a semantically incompatible relation with their PP correlate were penalized in go past times on the remnant, but only in the first half of the experiment. This pattern suggests that participants were initially sensitive to the meaning incongruence of PPs relating to different aspects of the situation. Later in the study, they appeared to adopt a reading strategy of ignoring this minor mismatch, most likely due to repeated exposure to examples as the experiment wore on. This is an important conceptual control, as it confirms that subjects were attuned to the implied relationships between correlate-remnant pairs, rather than simply finding a correlate for the remnant supplied without consideration of its meaning. If readers were taking the Incompatible PPs to be part of the antecedent clause that would need to be copied, but not contrasting directly with the remnant PPs, then this condition should have patterned with the No Matrix PP condition: both would involve no contrasting correlate at all for the remnant PP. The slight dispreference instead suggests that participants did consider the PPs in different clauses to be potential correlates, albeit not as parallel as they might have liked, and that they adjusted over the course of the experiment to the mismatch in semantic content.
However, as all of the sentences were presented without context, it's possible that the penalty attributed to PP sprouting is due instead to the introduction of a new referential DP contained within the PP remnant. This possibility is addressed in the following eye tracking experiment by adding preceding contexts that either mentioned the PP, thus making the remnant more accessible in the discourse, or did not. If violating parallelism is the central reason behind the penalty for PP sprouting in the studies above, then sprouting should continue to be costly, regardless of context.
Experiment 2: PP sprouting in context
Experiment 2A: Completion study with context
Materials and method
This norming experiment had the same task as Experiment 1A, except that the target sentence fragments were preceded by contexts that either supported a PP remnant (24a) or were neutral (24b). As before, we manipulated whether there was a PP in the matrix clause (outside the state) that could serve as a possible correlate.
(24) a. Supporting context: It surprised his friends that Oliver was about to take a long vacation outside the country.
b. Neutral context: It surprised his friends that Oliver was showing a new interest in traveling.
Target sentence: He hadn't traveled (outside the state), much less .
Participants
Forty-two participants completed a completion norming study for course credit over the Internet. Five participants identified as non-native speakers of English and were removed from analysis, as were six participants who answered highly predictable catch items incor-rectly. Three more participants were removed for counterbalancing purposes, leaving 28 participants in the final dataset, who contributed 560 completions in total.
Results and discussion
Twenty-two ambiguous, unclear, or non-sensical completions were removed. In the remaining completions, sprouting of any category appeared in 12% of cases, of which 60% were PP remnants. When the target contained a PP correlate in the matrix clause, there was only one instance of sprouting of any kind. However, when the target did not contain a PP correlate, there were more PP sprouting completions, regardless of context (0% vs. 15%). There was also an interaction, so that supporting contexts produced nearly twice the number of PP sprouting completions when there was no PP correlate (11% vs. 19%) compared to neutral contexts. The completion study indicates that contexts meant to induce or facilitate PP sprouting indeed resulted in more PP sprouting, even though sprouting was still avoided in general.
Experiment 2B: PP sprouting in context
Materials and methods
Twenty quartets like (25) were created in a design that crossed Context (Supporting, Neutral) and PP contrast (Matrix PP, No Matrix PP) . In all items, the target sentences derived from sentences in the first eye tracking experiment. A complete list of contexts and items appears in Appendix B. There were no incompatible PPs in this study, so all correlate PPs were on the same semantic scale as the remnants, and there were no VP remnants. The context conditions were minimally different from each other, varying mostly in whether the remnant in the target sentence was overtly mentioned: it appeared in the Supporting contexts but not the Neutral ones. 6 Materials were presented on two lines, so that the target sentence always appeared on its own line. Regions used in analysis of the target sentence are demarcated with a slash (/) symbol. Fifty-six subjects participated in the experiment, using the same recruitment and exclusion criteria described in the previous eye tracking experiment (Experiment 1C).
Results
The data cleaning and analysis procedure from Experiment 1C were used in the present experiment, except that conditions were sum coded so that Supporting context and the Matrix PP conditions were treated as the statistical reference levels. Means and standard errors are reported in Tables 8 and 9 . The effects are presented in terms of three theoretically significant effects: the effects of context, PP Sprouting, and their interaction. Reading behavior on the context sentence was not examined. As before, only the remnant and the immediately following spill over region are reported for first fixation durations, first pass times, go past times, and regressions out; see Table 8 for means and Table 10 for statistical models. All regions are reported for measures involving re-reading of a region, regressions in, second pass, and total times; see Table 9 for means and Tables 11-12 for statistical models. All significant effects are reported. 
1 Context effects
There was a marginal 18 ms penalty for Neutral contexts in first pass times on the remnant, t = 1.83, p = 0.06. First pass times are sometimes divided into trials where the reader has elected to regress back in text from those where she has elected to move forward, as they may represent distinct processing strategies when progressing through text (Altmann, Garnham & Dennis 1992; Rayner & Sereno 1994) . Upon reaching a difficult portion of text, the reader may decide to return to previous regions, perhaps to resolve an ambiguity or to stall for more time (e.g., Mitchell et al. 2008 ). An alternative strategy in such cases is to continue to move forward, perhaps in hopes of finding useful information later in the sentence. Once trials with first pass regressions out of the remnant region were eliminated (leaving 34% of the observations from the total first pass data), there was a 44 ms cost for Neutral contexts, t = 2.69, which was moderated by an interaction, described in 3.2.3.3 below. A 51 ms penalty for Neutral contexts in total times, t = 2.39, was also observed. The cost for Neutral contexts indicates that subjects were attuned to the preceding sentence at the point of the remnant and that the Supporting contexts did successfully support the target sentences; see the left panel of Figure 3 .
PP sprouting cost
As in the previous experiment, sprouting in the No Matrix PP conditions was found to be costly immediately on the remnant region, regardless of preceding context, as shown in the right panel of Figure 3 . In first pass times, readers spent 24 ms longer in No Matrix PP conditions, t = 2.10, indicating an early cost for PP sprouting. However, the cost for sprouting manifested primarily in measures of re-reading. Readers spent nearly twice as 
PP sprouting in context
While not central to the main hypotheses, we expected that Supporting contexts would facilitate recovery from any difficulty due to sprouting a PP argument. No interactions were observed in first fixation or first pass times. However, first pass times in which regressions out were eliminated indeed showed an interaction [b = -37.26, SE = 9.41, t = -3.96, p < 0.001], in which Supporting contexts reduced reading times on the remnant in No Matrix PP conditions by 128 ms (p's < 0.05 in by-subject and by-items t-tests), but had no effect on Matrix PP controls, as shown in the left panel in Figure 4 . No interaction was observed for first pass times followed by regressions out of the remnant, where there was only a general facilitation for Supporting contexts [b = -20.41, SE = 10.04, t = -2.03, p < 0.05]; see the right panel in Figure 4 . The differential facilitation for PP Sprouting in Supporting contexts was therefore observed only when the reader made a forward progression through the sentence, a pattern which is perhaps related to how eager readers were to integrate the preceding context into the sentence on a particular trial.
Other measures showed weak evidence in favor of a reduced PP sprouting penalty in Supporting contexts. Although not the best fitting model, an interaction consistent with a PP sprouting penalty was observed in go past times on the post remnant spill over region once trial order was included as an interactive predictor; there was a 57 ms cost for the No Matrix PP condition in the Neutral contexts, but a 51 ms advantage for PP Sprouting in Supporting contexts [b = 66.36, SE = 29.67, t = 2.24], along with a trend indicating that the interaction reduced over the course of the experiment, t = -1.69. Finally, there was a non-significant trend for an interaction between Sprouting and Context for total times in the spill over region: While there was a 90 ms cost for PP sprouting in Neutral contexts, there was a 40 ms benefit for PP sprouting in Supporting contexts, t = 1.79.
Discussion
The results confirm the findings from the previous eye tracking experiment: there was a reading time penalty for PP remnants that lacked an overt correlate, as predicted by the Parallel Contrast Principle. Although the cost for PP sprouting appeared in a variety of measures regardless of the context, it was reduced in first pass times in trials without regressions out from the region, as well as marginally reduced in go past times on the remnant, and in total times on the spill over region. The overall pattern thus suggests that readers were sensitive to information from the context, but that context was not sufficient to completely override the cost of sprouting a correlate for the remnant. The results support the claim that the processor relies on parallelism to pair a remnant and a correlate, rather than abandoning the search for a correlate and attempting to compute an entailment relation between clauses whenever possible. The alternative hypothesis according to which the apparent sprouting penalty in Experiment 1C was solely driven by accommodating a new referent is not supported by these results.
General discussion
Two norming studies presented initial evidence that PP sprouting is dispreferred in focus-sensitive coordination. In the no-context completion study, participants very rarely supplied a PP as a remnant after the much less coordinator, unless there was a PP present in the preceding clause. This completion study also indicated that non-sprouting PP contrast in focus-sensitive coordination is quite acceptable, as sentences with a PP in the initial clause were completed with PPs in the remnant 80% of the time. In the rating study, conditions with sprouted PPs were rated lower than those with paired contrasting PPs or those with VP remnants. In two eye tracking while reading studies, we found that PP sprouting also interferes with the on-line processing of focus-sensitive coordination sentences. In the first eye tracking study, a processing advantage for PP remnants over VP remnants was reversed in the case of PP sprouting. As long as a PP was present in the initial clause, even if the PPs evoked a different scalar dimension, the PP remnant was comparatively easy to process. Sentences in which the PP correlate and the PP were incompatible showed later delays in processing only during the first half of the experiment, after which participants apparently habituated to the mismatching scalar dimensions. In a second eye tracking study, where supportive or neutral contexts preceded target sentences with or without a correlate PP, sprouting conditions still elicited slower reading on the remnant and increased re-reading compared to conditions with an overt correlate in the matrix clause. Even though supporting contexts facilitated recovery from the PP sprouting penalty, they did not eliminate the independent penalty for violating parallelism in sprouting.
These results all support the Parallel Contrast Principle over the Scalar Advantage Principle. Whether off-line or on-line, processing focus-sensitive coordination structures is facilitated when an overt PP correlate is present in the initial clause, even though the processor must also construct an ad hoc scale on which to compare the correlate and the remnant. This puts the processing of focus-sensitive coordination structures on a par with sluicing and other ellipsis structures in preferring parallelism between the remnant and correlate (Chung et al. 1995; Frazier & Clifton 1998; Carlson 2001 Carlson , 2002 . These results further dovetail with the research on zero-adjective contrasts in focus-sensitive coordination (Carlson & Harris 2018) , in which DP remnants with adjectives elicited processing costs when the correlate DP did not contain a contrasting adjective (e.g., The chef didn't overcook a (complex) meal, let alone an easy one).
These results relate to an important debate about the status of parallelism in sentence processing, and whether it is specific to ellipsis or conjunction or both. Prior research has routinely found that parallelism of different types eases and speeds up the processing of different types of ellipsis, including sluicing (Frazier & Clifton 1998; ), gapping (Carlson 2001 (Carlson , 2002 , and stripping/bare argument ellipsis (Paterson et al. 2007; Stolterfoht et al. 2007; Carlson 2013) . Additional research has observed parallelism effects in conjoined structures (Frazier et al. 1984; Henstra 1996; Sturt et al. 2010) . But some studies have found that parallelism facilitates processing in unconjoined and unelided structures, as well (e.g., Sturt et al. 2010; Dickey & Bunger 2011) . It seems telling to us that so many ellipsis structures, which demand reuse or copying of earlier material, should turn out to be sensitive to additional similarities in the syntactic, semantic, and prosodic features of the clauses.
Focus-sensitive coordination structures, headed by conjunctions like much less and let alone, are an especially important addition to research on parallelism in sentence processing. They provide a case in which violating parallelism by sprouting could have conferred a processing advantage by removing the need to construct an ad hoc scale between the correlate and the remnant, a process that could arguably require additional resources to compute or be delayed in comprehension (Levinson 2000; Chierchia 2004 ; but see also Hirschberg 1985; Sperber & Wilson 1995; Katsos & Cummins 2012) . Nevertheless, the studies above found that avoiding ad hoc scales does not ease processing, at least if it comes at the cost of violating parallelism between clauses. 7
The construction of a scalar relation between clauses in focus-sensitive coordination is still important to the processing of these constructions, as indicated by the cost for Incompatible PP remnants observed in the first eye tracking experiment. However, we suggest that the computation of such scales is simply delayed until after a basic clausal meaning has been constructed. The importance of parallelism follows from the conceptual steps articulated in (10) above, in which the processor must locate an appropriate correlate for the remnant before an appropriate scale can be inferred. Indeed, a promising avenue of research in this vein would be to explore whether some scales are more readily accessible than others, and if so, whether they facilitate comprehension of coordination structures that require such scales during interpretation. For now, we believe that there is strong evidence that the processor prioritizes basic structure building processes when processing sentences with ellipsis, and that parallelism, which helps the processor build structure at the ellipsis site, is a particularly powerful component in recovering the intended meaning and structure, where there was once only silence. studying chemistry. Parallelism, in our sense, is satisfied in both sentences. It is possible that with parallelism held constant, a preference for SAP would emerge. Our intuitions are that the ease of interpretation depends on whether the context licenses the antecedent clause in (i.b), which sounds, to our ears, odd without additional context, such as The students were exhausted during finals week.
(i) a. Michael couldn't study carpentry, much less chemistry.
b. Michael couldn't study anything, much less chemistry.
We found similar cases in COCA, with any+N as a correlate for more specific DP remnants, especially with adjectival contrasts (see discussion in Carlson & Harris 2018) ; the examples in (ii) illustrate.
(ii) a. "I couldn't picture my Grandma as someone responsible for the death of anything, much less her best friend at the age of 16." b. "But the idea that Susan owed anything to anyone -much less her cousin's new husband -was intolerable."
At any rate, the motivation for SAP remains conceptual, and we believe the finding that a conceptually plausible benefit for computing ready-made relations does not outweigh the general preference for parallel structures reveals the strength of parallelism biases during sentence processing.
